November 4, 2019
The Honorable Frank Pallone
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Greg Walden
Ranking Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Jan Schakowsky
Chairwoman
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection
and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Cathy McMorris Rodgers
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection
and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Michael F. Doyle
Chairman
Subcommittee on Communications
and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Robert E. Latta
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Communications
and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives

Dear Chairs and Ranking Members:
We are writing to express our concern about the privacy and security practices of internet
service providers (ISPs), particularly as they relate to the domain name services (DNS)
provided to American consumers. Our recent experience in rolling out DNS over HTTPs (DoH)
- an important privacy and security protection for consumers - has raised questions about how
ISPs collect and use sensitive user data in their gatekeeper role over internet usage. With this
in mind, a congressional examination of ISP practices may uncover valuable insights, educate
the public, and help guide continuing efforts to draft consumer privacy legislation.
During the last two years, Mozilla, in partnership with other industry stakeholders, has
worked to develop, standardize, and deploy DoH, a critical security improvement to the
underlying architecture of the internet. A complementary effort to our work to fight
ubiquitous web tracking, DoH will make it harder to spy on or tamper with users' browsing
activity and will protect users from DNS providers - including ISPs - that can monetize
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personal data.1 We believe that such proactive measures have become necessary to protect
users in light of the extensive record of ISP abuse of personal data, including the following
incidents:
● Providers sold the real-time location data of their mobile broadband customers to third
parties without user knowledge or meaningful consent.2 In one particular case, an
intermediary was found to be selling particularly sensitive GPS data, which can
pinpoint the location of users within a building, for over five years.3
● ISPs have repeatedly manipulated DNS to serve advertisements to consumers.4
Comcast has previously injected ads to users connected to its public wi-fi hotspots,
potentially creating new security vulnerabilities in websites.5 And last year,
CenturyLink injected ads for its paid filtering software and disabled the internet access
of its users until they acknowledged the offer.6
● Verizon tracked the internet activity of over 100 million users without their consent
through “supercookies” that could not be deleted or circumvented.7 This allowed
Verizon to closely monitor the sites that users visited and catalogue their interests
without their knowledge.8
● AT&T operated a program that required users to pay an extra $29 per month to opt out
of the collection and monetization of their browsing history for targeted ads.9 While the
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company ended the program after public criticism, it has considered reviving it in the
current deregulated environment.10
Unsurprisingly, our work on DoH has prompted a campaign to forestall these privacy and
security protections, as demonstrated by the recent letter to Congress from major
telecommunications associations.11 That letter contained a number of factual inaccuracies.
These have been examined in detail by others and as such will not be given an in-depth
treatment here.12 Nonetheless, it is important to highlight the underlying premise of that
letter: telecommunications associations are explicitly arguing that ISPs need to be in a position
to collect and monetize users’ data.13 This is inconsistent with arguments made just two years
earlier regarding whether privacy rules were needed to govern ISP data use.14
With the 2017 Congressional repeal of the Broadband Privacy Order, a substantial gap in
consumer privacy protection was created. That gap still exists today. ISPs are people’s gateway
to the Internet. That gateway can serve as a data collection point, providing ISPs with unique
access into sensitive browsing information.15 That is why broadband privacy rules would have
required ISPs to get clear consent to use and share subscribers’ information. However, those
rules are no longer in place.
Our approach with DoH attempts to close part of this regulatory gap through technology and
strong legal protections for user privacy. Mozilla’s policy establishes strict requirements for
potential Firefox DNS resolvers, including requiring that data only be retained for as long as is
necessary to operate the resolver service, that data only be used for the purpose of operating
that service, and that partners maintain a privacy notice specifically for the resolver that
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publicly attests to data collection and policies. Unfortunately, ISPs often do not maintain
privacy notices for their DNS services. As a result, their policies are opaque to users - it is
unclear what data is being retained, how it is being used, or who it is being shared with.
At Mozilla, we believe that to truly protect privacy, a combination of technical and regulatory
solutions must be put in place. Over the last year, we have launched privacy features in the
Firefox browser while strongly advocating for federal privacy legislation. We believe that
more information regarding ISP practices could be useful to the Committee as it continues its
deliberations on this front, and we encourage the Committee to publicly probe current ISP
data collection and use policies.16

Sincerely,
Marshall Erwin
Senior Director of Trust and Security
Mozilla Corporation

While the FTC is currently conducting its own investigation into ISP privacy practices, a parallel congressional investigation can
serve a valuable purpose by bringing these issues into broader public view and providing a platform for Members to ask specific
questions that may help guide federal privacy legislation.
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